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388 MEDEDELINGEN.

ervan Saka 1833 = 1911. Handelend over de grote brahmaan Nirartha vermeldt
hij (1. 15a) de kidung Sëbun Bangkung (Berg, diss. p. 25). Op lëmpir 19a schrijft
luj aan 'Pangéran Dawuh' toe sangsipta (het werk, of: de [drie] werken) Kadi
Uta abuburwan I Logro Ikang tahën rahu, ongeveer in overeenstemming dus met wat
opgegeven wordt door de proza-redactie van de Pamancangah (Berg, diss. p. 27).
Na zijn wijding door Nirartha schreef tyq de gedichten Rare Canggu, Wilët, Ukir
Panëlëgan, Sagara Gunung, Karas Nagara, Jagul Tuwa, Wilët Mafiura, Anting
Timah (ib.). Nirartha dichtte toen Gugutuk Mënur, Sara Kusuma, Ampik,
Lëgarang, Mahisa Langit, Dharma Pitutur, Ewèr, Mahisa Mëgat Kung, Dharma
Putus; voorts Usana Bali en Anang Nirartha (ib.).

Nirartha's zoon Kulwan had een zoon Padanda Panida (1. 22a), wiens oudste
zoon Padanda Tambahu, gevestigd in de asrama Wanasara van Tabanan, Wédari-
smara zou gedicht hebben en de Brahmara Sangupati, uit welk laatste gedicht
H. T. Damsté heeft vertaald in Koloniaal Tijdschrift 14/3, Mei 1925 pp. 312—318.
Daar de korte (5 1.) Wéda-smara van de Kirtya (No. 769) in de Middel-Javaanse
zangw/ijze dëmung blijkt gedicht te zijn, en terecht niet in de rubriek I Wéda maar
onder IV C Kidung is opgenomen, is dit misschien Padanda Tambahu's werk.1

Nirartha's kleinzoon Manuhaba had o.a. een vrouw uit Tianjar; hun zoon Padanda
Këkëran dichtte de lambang Har§a-Wijaya (1. 26a). Als santana had hij een
Pidada, en als Padanda Njoman Pidada schreef deze Tantri-carita en Wangbang
Turida. — Relata refero.

Al dit werk was dus uit 'clericaal' milieu, daar Pangéran Dawuh of Dawuh Balé
Agung 'skonings 'clerc' was (Berg, diss. p. 19) en de padand a-auteurs de clerus
uitmaakten; als tyd van ontstaan mogen we dus omstreeks 1600 aannemen (en
als plaats Bali). C. HOOYKAAS

BOEKBESPREKINGEN
VAN NIEL, R., The Emergence of the Modern Jndonesian

Elite. The Hague and Bandung, W. van Hoeve Ltd.,
1960.

The creation of the Indonesian elite, and the attitude it adopted, were the con-
sequences of action by the governement of the Netherlands Indies. This is the
main lesson derived from this book, and a salutary corrective to the attitude which
regards Indonesian nationalism as an outgrowth quite independent of Indies' govern-
ment action.

The author begins by tracing the development of the various institutions set up to
train Indonesians for the various functions of a modern state. From 1906 onwards,
in particular, there was

. . . an increased and active desire on the part of the upper class Indonesians for
Westernised education... Where previously the prestige posts in the Indonesian
hierarchy had been awarded on the basis of birth, the new colonial policy made
education supplemental to birth, and in time and in certain instances made education
the chief criterion. This in turn resulted in a greater diversification of the Indonesian
elite. Whereas in 1900 the prjjaji group had been mainly nobles and administrators,
by 1914 it contained increasing numbers of civil servants, government technicians,
and intellectuals who shared the elitist role and who in the eyes of the Indonesian
common man of the village were included within the general designation 'prijaji'.
(p. 48, 50/51).

Ik dank dit geschrift, zoals zovele andere, aan de trouwe hulp van Gusti Ngurah
Ketut Sangka, Krambitan (Tabanan).
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The author warns us, however, not to exaggerate the degree of Westernisation:
' . . . a few were deeply affected by the West. But most Indonesian administrators
continued to regulate their lives on traditional patterns and make their adjustments
to the West outwardly'. (p. 27).

It was against this background that the Budi Utomo was formed. It was the
first Indonesian organisation on Western lines, based on a free and conscious united
effort by individuals. It fully accepted the ideals of the Ethical Policy, and sought
the stimulation and advancement of the inhabitants of Java-and-Madura. But 'it
either did not have, or did not voice, specific proposals towards independence and
nationalism'. (p. 62).

The Ethical Policy also furthered elementary education. Of one type of these
schools, the authors tells us, ' . . . the graduates... formed a large part of the dis-
satisfied group of semi-intellectuals in Indonesian society', (p. 70). In this fashion
was the semi-Westernised group created: ' . . . recruited mainly from the lesser
prijaji group and those villagers who had received some Western instruction...
the great majority neither hated [the West] nor praised it; they simply accepted
the ebb and tide of a changing l ife. . . seeking merely to gain whatever advantage
they could'. (p. 77).

The disruption of village life consequent on the welfare measures of the Ethical
Policy, the fear aroused by a government lapse into encouragement of missionary
activity, and the resistance of Arab and Javanese traders to an incipient Chinese
monopoly in the batik trade, gave birth in 1912 to the Sarekat Islam, perhaps the
best known of Indonesian nationalist organisations. lts membership grew rapidly,
mostly in the villages; many joined for mystical reasons. The association soon
claimed over two million members;

. . . most of [its leaders] stood above the general level of Indonesians, but almost
none of them belonged to the best educated segment of Indonesian society. Culturally
they had had more than average contact with the West, and framed their goals
and demands in a Westernised pattern of thought. Economically they came from the
middle income brackets of Indonesian society... Socially most were from lesser
prijaji families... Although most manifested religious sentiments, none wa» des-
cended from active santri, or religious, families, (p. 113).

Popular support had been won on a mystical, superstitious, socially pressured reli-
gious basis. This support had little or nothing to do with the policies and demands
advanced by the central Sarekat Islam leaders... (157). The magnet that drew
members was . . . the hope of closer command ties and brotherly t ies . . . people
once again feit themselves part of a group which cared for them. (p. 114/115).

What of its leaders? They ' . . . must certainly be classed as a part of the newly
forming eli te. . . It unquestionably influenced vast numbers of Indonesian leaders
of the future...' but ' . . . it cannot be said that the Sarekat Islam leaders became
permanently an essential part of the newly emerging Indonesian elite' (p. 158/159).
The bulk of this elite was formed of the younger civil servants: 'Their lives are not
as eventful as those of the political and organizational leaders, but they performed
an equal, or even greater, role in elite development than the latter'. (p. 165).

Unfortunately, whilst the number of Westernised, and the appetite for Westerni-
sation, had been increasing rapidly, the government had reduced the rate of
expansion of government departments, which were almost the only employers of
Westernised Indonesians. At the same time, it failed to take any measures to open
new outlets for them. Then, constitutional changes in the 1920s brought a small
group of well-educated Indonesians to realise that ' . . . if they were to control the
destinies of the Indonesian people they would have to break away completely from
the Netherlands Indian government...'
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In addition, it became clear that no provision was to be made 'for participation
by the Indonesian people in the governmeat of the East Indies'. (p. 206).

Excluded from the European controlled Indies, the Indonesians now demanded
an Indonesia which would be wholly Indonesian. Indonesian students in the Nether-
lands changed the previous Indies Society into the Perhimpunan Indonesia (Indo-
nesian Organization) in 1922, and announced that they would follow a policy of
non-co-operation with the colonial government as long as President Wilson's prin-
ciples of selfdetermination of people were disregarded.

In 1924 one of the Perhimpunan Indonesia's leaders founded the Indonesian Study
Club at Surabaya. It was soon eclipsed by the General Study Club of Bandung,
founded by Sukarno. This was wholly a political organization, and became a focal
point for those who were returning from the Perhimpunan Indonesia. Most of its
members were sons of men who were employed in government. In 1927 they founded
the Perserikatan Nasional Indonesia (Indonesian National Union). The importance
of this association was that it showed that a few well-educated competent Indonesians
could openly defy the government.

Of greater significance, however, was a group of less radical Indonesians. Included
among them were the civil servants in all branches of government, professional men,
certain entrepreneurs, religious teachers, and persons of social prominence. They
held Indonesia together during the early 20th century, and they kept Indonesia
functioning after 1945. 'As long as Dutch authority was unshaken, they stayed with
it and sought their future within the colonial system. Until they gave their support,
the Indonesian political leaders would remain only symbols'. (p. 242).

The position of the political group was weakened by the change in policy which
occurred about 1925. This was conceived in the University of Leiden, which trained
most of the European civil servants in the Indies. The policy sought on the one
hand to promote the welfare of Indonesians, whilst at the same time restoring or
strengthening their culture pattern. It meant that ' . . . the colonial relationship
should be founded upon an openly recognized duality', (p. 249) and its intention
was to have the elite and the masses form a new synthesis. Those left out in the
cold were the non-co-operating, politically-inclined, Indonesians. During the 1930s
they were diminishing in significance (an impression, incidentally, confirmed
in Sjahrir's letters); only the coming of the Japanese in 1942 revided them.
How f ar the new policy would have been successful is a matter for conjecture, for
just as it was gaining acceptance it was vitiated by the depression.

The author perhaps places too much hope in the dualistic policy; for the strength-
ening of Indonesian culture, together with the grant of autonomy, does not answer
the question of who was to direct affairs in the Indies. This, at least, the Ethical
Policy as at first formulated, did resolve, by implying that those Indonesians who
were Westemised would carry the same responsibility as Dutchmen of the same
qualifications. Nor does the dualistic policy escape from the criticism that it
empha8ised precisely what had to be played down, the accident of birth and all
the things that go with it. In the event, of course, discrimination was taken over by
Indonesians and made altogether their own.

Even the superficial survey of this book given above shows that we are indebted
to Dr Van Niel for an extremely stimulating and substantial addition to our know-
ledge about the Indonesian elite of the 20th century. It should do much to restore a
sense of balance to the study of Indonesian nationalism, too often couched in heroic
terms. Unfortunately, the book is not as well organised as one would like, and the
distance between author and publisher seems to have permitted quite a few typo-
graphical errors to slip through. There are, however, an excellent index and a
bibliography to make amends.

Victoria University of Wellington, New Zealand. LESLIE H. PALMIER
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SIR RICHARD WINSTEDT, An Unabridged Malay-English
Dictionary. Kelly & Walsh Limited, Singapore. [ ± 1955].
359 pp. 3rd ed. enlarged. Marican & Sons, Singapore &
Kuala Lumpur. 1959.

SIR RICHARD WINSTEDT, An Unabridged English-Malay
Dictionary. Marican & Sons, Singapore. 398 pp. 2nd. ed.
with two appendices, id. 1960. 431 pp.

SIR RICHARD WINSTEDT, Kamus Bahosa Mëlayu. Mari-
can & Sons, Singapore & Kuala Lumpur. 1960. 338 pp.

With these three new Malay dictionaries, published within the last few years,
the indefatigable Sir Richard Winstedt has again placed all the students of this
language under great obligation. These books, which gather up all the relevant
material from older sources and add many new words, in many respects present good,
trustworthy and up-to-date aids for the study of Malay. The very concise style
of the author, which in other publications is not always without problems for the
reader, proves to be very appropriate for dictionaries. Moreover the good quality
of the printing and the get-up of the books still add to their attractiveness. There
can be little doubt that these dictionaries meet an urgent need, witness also the
reprints which have already proved necessary in this short time. Separately, to
different kinds of users with different needs, these works will prove very useful
reference-books. Together they carry Malay lexicography an important step further,
and they will be helpful to the development of Malay as the national language of
Malaya as well as to its scientific study.

All this does not mean that Sir Richard's writings escape Dr. Johnson's
comparison of dictionaries with watches, at least in so far as even "the best cannot
be expected to go quite true". A sample test taken from the beginning of the
recent novel Musafir by Hasan bin Muhammad Ali brought to light e.g. the
following Malay words missing or insufficiently explained: mendodoikan anak
(to croon a lullaby to); (mem)pelawa (to invite; W. 's translation is too restricted);
risek2 (rumours, confidential Information; id.); melopong (to be agape);
ikan jelawat (/res/i-water fish);tengalan (id.?); katun (ducat); menerawang
diantara (to pierce through); topi seperti kopiah Lebai2 tetapi berchokoh
di-depan-nya; baju telok belanga; gadis mekar; tempoh hari (the other day).
In mentioning these haphazardly noted words I hardly mean to criticize the books
under review; in the present situation any Malay dictionary is bound to fail its
user in a number of cases; my remarks are just a warning that Malay lexicography
even now is still far from finished, and that there will be need for rauch accurate
and systematic work on the collection of material from the numerous written
sources (newspapers!) as well as from locally spoken language. Winstedt himself
gives us a warning that "the allocation of words to known localities does not
preclude their occurrence elsewhere"; according to my experience with some
random samples indeed in many cases words are found in localities outside the
ones quoted by W., therefore I wonder whether it would not have been preferable
for the author to use these allocations much more sparingly.

Another issue precarious to any lexicographer of Malay is presented by its
morphology. From a theoretical point of view it may be argued that in dictionaries
regular, systematic derivations should not be mentioned separately, because they
ought to be dealt with in grammars; but in practice this rule is not without great
difficulties. First of all regular derivations too often admit various special possi-
bilities of usage, which need to be explained, at least to the foreign student of
the language. Secondly the study of Malay morphology has hardly started, so that
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the distinction between regular and irregular, productive and improductive, living
and petrified formations often is far from clear. Moreover there must be all kind
of dialectical variations, while it is very probable that in this field too the
difference between old and new, classical and modern is considerable. Winstedt
has dane wisely to be not too chary of derivations; his selection was bound to be
somewhat arbitrary in view of our scanty knowledge on this point, and it is
hardly surprising that in the same first part of Musafir again there are to be
found several derivations which one regrets not finding in these dictionaries beside
the many which do occur. To mention a few of them: mengejipkan mata; bernüai
(in the Indonesian meaning of valuable); menVmati; menggilai; khayalan; ter-
bongkok2; mengèbam bibir; membising; melayan; pertunjok; rekahan; terkelibat;
senyum berkulum, etc Again this is less a criticism of Winstedt's books than a
warning that Malay morphology so far has been badly studied, and that extensive and
intensive research will be necessary to clear up the innumerable uncertainties which
still exist. A small point on which objections would seem justified is the rather
arbitrary handling of the prefix më-. In apparently identical cases the form with
më- is sometimes mentioned separately, whereas in other instances it is omitted.
Generally these inconsistencies will not deceive the reader of the book who
has sufficient knowledge of the main facts of Malay morphology; still a more
systematic treatment on this point would have been welcome; e.g. in the three
articles tërbang, tërbit. tëriak the forms with më-ookan are treated as follows;
tërbangkan mëlëtupkan, bongkarkan, bawa kapal tërbang; tërbitkan, mënërbitkan
bangkitkan, këluarkan . . . .; mënëriakkan niënyërukan; warwarkan . . . . It is
quite unclear why the form with më- is mentioned alone in the last case, added to
the form without më- in the second, and left out in the first case; moreover there
is no apparent reason why sometimes the explaining words are given with më-,
sometimes without; also the writing of mënërusi as against tëruskan (s.v. tërus)
seems inconsistent.

A third difficulty facing every lexicographer, but especially the one who is
collecting Malay words, is presented by so-called loan-words. Of course the
specific aim of a dictionary, or the special group of users for whom it is meant,
will be largely decisive for the choice of words included. In a Malay-English
dictionary, written specially for English students of Malay, it is hardly worth-while
to enter all English words which have been found. or even might be found in
Malay newspapers. On the other hand in a Malay-Malay dictionary, which is
primarily intended to help Malay readers in nnderstanding difficult words in all
kinds of Malay texts, a very wide choice of foreign words is necessary. In this
respect the Kamus Mëlayu unduly falls short. Too many Indonesian as well as
English words are lacking, which in 1960 belong to the Malay vocabulary of
many educated Malays — or even of any Malay inhabitant of a Malayan town.
To be sure, loan-words from other languages are also inserted too sparingly: the
reader of Musafir will look in vain for words like kasidah, barzanji, janayah; and
he will not be helped by an explanation of sastëra as kitab suchi Hindu; pëstaka,
ramalan, even if sasiêrawan is explained as ahli sastëra, pujangga. But especially in
the case of Indonesian and English words the author has been too scrupulous — or
should I say too biassed? Of course anybody is entitled to regret the strong and
ever growing influence of the Indonesian vocabulary on Malay, or to feel unhappy
about the modernization of the Malay world, which inevitably leads to the
increase of English loan-words. But he who sets himself the task of composing
a dictionary at the service of the Malay community is obliged to register whatever
words are current in the language used by that community. The elimination of
such words if, or because, they are of foreign origin simply gives a false impression
of linguistic reality and is pTejudicial to the interest of the user of his book.
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These critical remarks are certainly not meant to derogate from the outstanding
merits of the vital Nestor of Malayologists. These latest works of his have now
already become a tooi indispensable to European, Malayan and Indonesian students
of Malay alike. May he be granted many more years to préparé and bring
up-to-date the many new editions of his dictionaries which undoubtedly will prove
necessary!

A. TEEUW

JOHN M. ECHOLS and HASSAN SHADILY, An Indonesian-
English Dictionary. Cornell University Press, Ithaca,
N.Y. 1961. XVI + 384 pp. Price $ 7.50.

To say that this book meets a real need is not an empty phrase. There is still
a very great shortage of aids for the practical as well as for the scientific study
of Bahasa Indonesia, and every serious effort to overcome this shortage must be
welcomed. Undoubtedly the effort of Echols and Shadily has been a serious one —
and a successful too, as far as my first impression of it goes. A definite judgment
on a dictionary can only be given after long and intensive use; but having used and
checked the book under review during a period of a few months of daily reading of
Bahasa Indonesia texts, I can safely say that English speaking students of B.I.
will find it a very useful and valuable tooi. It provides them with a well-balanced
registration of the B.I. vocabulary, inclusive of the main derivations, it gives good
and clear translations of these words, and very often adequate small sentences
to elucidate the use of the words concerned. Moreover the get-up of the book is
attractive, the printing is clear, the arrangement of the pages is practical.

Nevertheless, although there is every reason to be grateful to the authors, that
does not mean that I find their book satisfactory in every respect. Firstly I have to
raise two objections to its arrangement. One derives from the fact that the authors
in general do not distinguish between homonyms, or in their own words: "Words
with the same spelling are generally incorporated in one entry regardless of etymo-
logy." In my opinion the word etymology blurs out the real issue here. Etymology
is a concept which belongs to historical and comparative linguistics; in a diction-
ary which gives a synchronic description of the lexical material of a language, it
is not etymological difference but difference of meaning which provides a criterion
for the differentiation of words, so that the authors should have written "meaning"
instead of "etymology". And against the fact that no clear distinction is made
between homonyms, so that aki, 'grandfather', and aki 'storage battery' are "incor-
porated in one entry", the argument could be raised that both aki's actually are
words as different from each other as aki and aku, and that their formal identity
is only accidental.

But if this were a theoretical objection only, it probably would not count for
much with regard to a dictionary which primarily serves a practical purpose.
Actually however the principle of not distinguishing between homoyms also has
unsatisfactory consequences of a practical kind, not in simple cases like aki, but in
the rather numerous long articles which include several derivations, compounds etc.
To illustrate this I quote the article ulat: "1 Caterpillar. 2 worm, insect. 3 tough.
4 persevering. ber- worm-eaten. cv> mata melihat to dislike. ke-an perseverance,
stamina. — serangga insects. — sutera silkworm." In this article it would have been
much more practical to make a clear distinction between ulat 'worm' and ulat
'tough' and their respective subentries throughout the article. And this is still a
rather simple example. But the longer the article, the greater the difficulties: 1
refer to articles like sampai and masa; here there seems to be a real possibility
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that the user of the book will overlook relevant information. I know of course that
in a number of cases it is not easy to decide whether one is dealing with homonyma
or with a single word having divergjng shades of meaning, either because etym-
ologically different words have converged in the course of time or because original
distinctions within the meaning of one word have become isolated or developed
into different meanings. But practical difficulties in the application of a principle
which in itself is right and useful (viz. that different words should be treated
separately in a dictionary) should not result in the rejection of the principle itself.

My second objection is connected with the first, in so far as here too a purely
formal criterion seems to have prevailed over one which is founded on the structure
of the language, meaning included. I refer to the strictly alphabetical order of
derivations under each separate entry, which does not take into account the cases,
not unfrequent in B.I., where a derived form itself becomes a base for new
derivations. Again the theoretically unsatisfactory treatment of the language material
has led to undesirable practical consequences. In the article laras, the derived
forms are given in the following order: laras; kelarasan; keselarasan; melaraskan;
menjelaraskan; penglarasan; penjelarasan; selaras. In my opinion, it would have
been much more helpful to the user of the book, if selaras and its derivations had
been placed together, under a separate subentry. Not only would that have given
him a better insight into the structure of the language and the relationship
between the different words based on laras and selaras, in certain cases it would
also have aided him in understanding possible new derivations which are not
found in the dictionary. There are of course many examples of such more or less
confusingly arranged articles; I restrict myself to a few of them: s.v. kasih the
verb mengasihani not only precedes its direct base kasihan, but it is separated
from it by derivations like mengasihkan, pengasih; af ter kasihan again follows
kasih (read kasihan\)-mengasihani, which actually in the morphological system
of B.I. is directly connected with mengasihani. Sebagian preceding bagian is un-
satisfactoTy (though consistent with the system of the writers); still more curious
is disebelah preceding sebelah, and separated from it by membelah, menjebelah
and others. In the article salah, penjalahgunaan is bidden between menjalahkan
and tersalah; salahguna itself is missing, and salahgunakan (in stead of menjalah-
gunakan) is inserted in the last part of the article between salah edjaan 'misspel-
ling' (sic?) and salah hati. In passing I draw attention to the fact that in the
enumeration of possible subentries (p. X-XI), which in view of the system followed
by the authors should have been as complete as possible, subentries like kese-an,
menje-, menje-kan, me-ani are lacking; similarly bersi- (e.g. bersisurut, bersitegang;
sub sitekan, p. 303, the reader is referred to tekan, but there is no sitekan in the
article on p. 329).

Finally something should be said about the question as to whether this diction-
ary is sufficiently complete. This is of course a difficult and rather subjective
issue, especially in the case of B.I., where so little is definite or fixed, and where
there is such a large number of lexical ephemera. My impression is that the
dictionary gives not much less than previous ones (I refer especially to Van
Pernis, Poerwadarminta and Teeuw, and Poerwadarminta's Kamus Umum), but also,
and this is perhaps more remarkable, not much more. The authors seem to
have been rather conservative in adding new items to their book. They themselves
say: "As a general rule an item which was not to be found in the latest dictionaries
was included only if we observed it in print at least three times in three separate
publications."

As a small random test I checked a few texts with this dictionary: the short
story Blora by Pramoedya Ananta Toer (in Subuh, Djakarta 1950, abbreviated
here as P); Rosidi's collection of short stories Sebuah rumah buat haritua (Dja-
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karta 1957, referred to as R), an issue of Minibar Indonesia chosen at random
(21-5-1960, M), and some incidental material. Apparently, and rather to my surprise,
P, although a classic of modern Indonesian literature, seems not to have been
combed out: entries like lesam, tjénggér, tergelar (in the sense of 'spread out'),
kuduk, lahad, papas, kêpak, teritis, abésé, (pohon) duat, (pestol) piti, sandera are
lacking, although some of them seem to be generally accepted, and most of them
can be found already in earlier dictionaries. Other words from this story will
be sought in vain because the form used by P is a variant from a word included in
the dictionary: gerila (beside gerilja), presis (persis), reot (réjot), tersengkak
(tersengkang), merujak (often used by Pramoedya, and in a wider sense than
merojak given in this book), berkerinjut {kerenjut). P also uses derivations which
are not to be found in the dictionary, e.g. batuan, unggukan, sekolahan (also used
by many other authors!), titian, menggembirai, but these will hardly provide
difficulties to the reader.

I list some other omissions which struck me when I consulted the dictionary in
reading the texts mentioned above: from R the following entries are lacking:
sepélé ('worth-while'), (ke)pengen ( = kepingin), sipit (mata, wrongly s.v. sepit),
pulas ('fast asleep'; kepulasan is mentioned), berketip-ketip ('to flicker'), nih
(interjection), kulum (mengulum senjum), riwan (sund. 'dream'), mentjirat ('to
spout'), djemari ('finger', also used by other authors, e.g. Rendra), terlungsar (sund.
'stretched out'), lawas ('long'), botjah (very common in modern B.I.), temngku
(id.), resik ('pure, clean'), lotek ('kind of salad'), menghiung ('to screech'?),terseofc-
seok ('to stagger', cp. also Achdiat, Atheis p. 6), penjét ('flattened'), sembari,
musabab (not separately included, only s.v. sebab); in M I found pangan (which
is only mentioned s.v. sandang), praksa ('measure'?), inden ('pivot' also e.g. in
Pramoedya, Subuh p. 59), alami (alamiah is included), falsafi ('philosophical'),
tjipitZ ('peeping' eyes), sléndro (pélog is included!), anggar ('to fence'), (negeri)
barongsai, tambal sulam ('reparation'), ranum ('overripe'), dria ('senses'), kukul
('kind of pimples'), sidjingkat ('to make off).— Quite a few of these words are
to be found already in one or more of the older dictionaries, and seem to have
gained a definite place within the vocabulary of B.I., and although a collection
of words like the above is of course completely fortuitous, I have the impression
that Echols and Shadily have restricted themselves too much in their selection
of entries.

A special problem is posed by the loanwords in B.I. The authors have included
in their book a fairly large number of them, but as they remark themselves:
"A number of Western words which would be obvious to the user have been
omitted." In this case again the choice is bound to be more or less accidental and
personal. An additional difficulty for a B.I. — English dictionary is the fact that
so many Western words have entered this language by way of Dutch, so that the
form they have taken (sometimes) might be less obvious to the English speaking
foreigner. Words like grapik ('graphics'), prinsip ('principe'), epos ('epic') apatis
('apathetic'), primer ('primary'), orkes ('orchestra') perhaps would have deserved
a place in this book; this is certainly the case with alias, on account of its frequent
use and its expanded meaning. Also, some more specifically Dutch words which
I have encountered in recent weeks in Indonesian texts might cause difficulties
to the English reader: onslah ('dismissal'), pot bunga ('flower-pot'), oplah ('edi-
tion') toch (often beside toh), baskom and waskom ('wash-basin'), atrét ('stand
back'), busi ('plug').

I hope the authors will consider the length of this review as a token of the
importance I attach to their book rather than as an index of the seriousness of
my criticism. In concluding I would say that their book is a good, trustworthy, in
the main well arranged dictionary, which surpasses all its Bahasa Indonesia —
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English predecessors by far, and which will be of much use to the students of B.I.
But it can still gain much in efficacy and exhaustiveness, if on the one hand with
regard to homonyms and secondary bases and their derivations an arrangement
can be worked out which is more in accordance with the structure of the
language, and if on the other the available texts are used and combed out in a
more systematic way. I sincerely hope that the authors will find time and courage
to undertake the preparation of a second edition, which no doubt will soon be
necessary.

A. TEEUW

Sharp Gravel, Indonesian poems by CHAIRIL ANWAR.
Translated by Donna M. Dickinson. [Reproduced and
distributed by: Center for Southeast Asia Studies,
University of California, Berkeley 4, California. 1960.]
91 pages.

In this neatly stencilled book Mrs. Dickinson gives a translation of Kerikil
Tadjam, a collection of Chairil Anwar's earliest poems. There can be no question
about the effort being worth-while. This remarkable phenomenon of the first full-
fledged poetry in the Indonesian language deserves to be known outside the sraall
group of people in the western world who are acquainted with Bahasa Indonesia.
Mrs. Dickinson has, rightly in my opinion, not attempted to make this poetry more
"beautiful" than it really is. She has tried to keep close to the original and to
give the readers first and foremost an impression of what and * how the poet
wrote in B.I. To enliven this impression, the Indonesian texts are printed side by
side with the translations.

At the same time, there are in my opinion a number of cases where Mrs. Dickin-
son could and should have kept still closer to the poems as written by Chairil
Anwar. It is not clear to me, for example, why the concise expressiveness of the
language of the first stanza of the poem Tak sepadan has been weakened so much
by changing the word order and adding new elements; the text runs: Aku kira/
Beginilah nanti djadinja/ Kau kawin, beranak dan berbahgia/ Sedang aku mengem-
bara serupa Ahasvéros. Translation: I presume/ It will happen soon/ Good fortune
will smile, a wedding and children too/ While I roam the earth like Ahasvéros.
But what is written in the 2nd and 3rd line is: This is the way it will happen:/
you will marry, have children and be happy/ While I In the 3rd stanza too
the sharp opposition between kau and aku has disappeared: the text gives: Karena
kau tidak 'kan apa-apa/ Aku terpanggang tinggal rangka; transl. Because you do
not care. /Seared, only my bones remain. What is meant is: Because you will
suffer nothing whatsoever/ but I will be seared and reduced to nothing but bones.

Unfortunately it is often more than a wrong stress or a different order of words
which is involved. In a not inconsiderable number of cases the translator apparently
has misunderstood the text. In the poem quoted above the line: Aku merangkaki
dinding buta does not mean: I crawl along a wall in. my desire, but: I crawl
along a blank wall. In the famous poem Semangat (elsewhere called Aku)
a misquotation occurs: in all editions the text runs: Aku ini binatang djalang/Dari
kumpulanra/a terbuang (not: kumpulan) but more serious is the mistranslation:
the words do not mean: This I, an animal wild / From a collection of pariahs, but:
I tm a wild (lone) animal/ Expelled from its herd.

The worst case of mistranslation is to be found in the poem Dipo Negoro. The
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translator has not seen that tuan in the first part of the poem is used as a
pronoun, referring to Dipo Negoro (anno 1960 this use of tuan might sound a little
strange here, but af ter all this poem was written in 1943!), in the same way as
the possessive suffix -mu in the second part of the poem does. So tuan should
have been translated simply by 'y° u \ not by 'the hero' and 'he'. By missing this
point the translator has torn the poem into two pieces. But in details too the
translation of this poem bristles with mistakes. To illustrate this I here give Mrs.
Dickinson's translation and my own, the last of course without any poetic pretension.
First of all the text: Dimasax pembangunan ini /tuan hidup kembali//Dan bara
kagum mendjadi api / / Didepan sekali tuan menanti/ Tak gentar. Lawan banjaknja
seratus kali.// Pedang dikanan, keris dikiri/ Berselempang semangat jang tak bisa
mati.// MADJU / / Ini barisan tak bergenderang-berpalu/Kepertjajaan tanda me-
njerbu.// Sekali berarti/ Sudah itu mati.// MADJU / / Bagimu Negeri/ Menje-
diakan api.// Punah diatas menghamba/Binasa diatas ditinda// Sungguhpun dalam
adjal baru tertjapai / Djika hidup harus merasai.// Madju,/ Serbu./ Serang./
Terdjang.//

Mrs. D.'s translation: What is this apparition?/ A hero's resurrection.// An
ember; a conflagration^// In the vanguard his station,/ He does not tremble. His
enemies are legiofn.// Swords to the right and left environ./Immortal soul, your
decoration// FORWARD// This marching is without the drums that beat and
crack/ Faith is the sign of your attack.// Once it had significance./ Now there is
death and silence.// FORWARD / / The country in your name/ Prepares the
flame.// Destroyed after slavery,/ Annihilated after tyranny.// If life must be
experienced,/Death is a goal achieved. /Forward./ Onward„/Assault./Onslaught.

Apparently this is one of the rare cases where the translator used rhyme, because
as she says "it came naturally". But this is certainly no excuse for the strange
deviations from the original. What the poet seems to have written is this: In this
time of resurrection / You come to life agaüu// And an ember of admiration
becomes a fire. / / In the very front you are waiting / Undaunted. The number
of enemies a hunderdfold!// A sword to the right, a kris to the left/ For a
shoulder-belt, a spirit which cannot die / / FORWARD / / This is a rank without
the beating of drums/ Faith is the signal for attack// Once to have meaning
/ After that to die / / FORWARD / / For you the country/is preparing fire./7
Destruction rather than slavery/ Annihilation rather than tyranny// Even if the
goal is only achieved in death/ In life it must be experienced,// Forward./
Attack./ Assault./ Strike home!

Fortunately the translation is not always as bad as in this case; but still there
are many other grave mistakes. I will restrict myself to a selection:
p. 44/45 Taman punja kita berdua does not mean: A garden possesses you and me,
but: A garden belonging to the two of us; also in the same poem: dalam taman
punja berdua: not: In the garden, owner of us, but: in the garden belonging to the
two of us.
p. 46/47: Ia mengerling. Ia ketawa: not: He She, but in both cases: She. There
is only a She and an I in the poem.
p. 56/57: In this poem there occurs twice: itu itu, which has not been understood
by the translator: Diantara djeridji itu itu sadja, does not mean: But always
through bars, but: Always through these same bars. In the same way: Kembali
diitu-itu sadja.
p. 58/59: Rontok-gugur segala has been incomprehensibly translated as: Strive-
struggle for life, destroyed. It simply means: Everything is falling and dropping off.

1 Mrs. Dickinson reads Dimana, without accounting for the deviation from the
printed text.
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p. 66/67: Seterusnja Ia bernjala-njala dalam dada./Segala daja memadamkannja.
Instead of: He bursts then into flame within my breast / All, all my power snuffed
out. the translation of the second line should read. . . . All my power attempts
to extinguish Him.
p. 68/69: Text: Melangkahkan aku bukan tuak menggelegak/ Tjumbu-buatan
satu biduan/Kudjauhi ahli agama serta lembing katanja. Mrs. Dickinson translates:
Rolling and pitching/ I am not bubbling wine / But a lover to a singer./ I avoid
the priest and his javelin words. Whatever the meaning of these English words,
the simple grammatical fact that melangkahkan is a causative verb, and aku
its object has been overlooked. The words seem to mean: What drives me is not
fizzing toddy,/ Nor the false flatteries of a (traditional court) singer;/ I avoid
the religious expert and his javelin words.
p. 82/83: Tuaknja tua, sedikit pula/ Sedang kita mau berkendi-kendi means: The
toddy is old, and little at that,/ While we want jugs and jugs.. . , but certainly
not: The brandy is old./ A little then/ Though we'd like a jug.
p. 86/87: Tapi djangan tentang lagi aku does not mean: But don't let me see
you any more, but: But don't gaze at me any more.

Professor Denzel Carr, in his Foreword to this edition, remarks: "Chairil Anwar
is considered the most unanalyzable, the least explicable of all Indonesian poets."
I do not know to whose opinion he is referring. I for one would be ready to take
the standpoint that Chairil Anwar is the least unanalyzable, the most explicable
of all Indonesian poets. But in any case to understand and explain him, let alone
to translate him adequately, requires an intimate knowledge of the language he
used. Mistakes of the kind I have pointed out above have nothing to do with the
question as to whether Chairil Anwar as a poet is difficult to analyze or not. They
simply show that in this case a thorough knowledge of the language involved had
not been acquired by the translator. I would not say that this book completely
fails in its purpose; it probably does convey some impression of some of the poems
of Chairil Anwar to the English reader. But it could and should have done this
far more precisely, far more effectively, far more worthily of the poet. As it is, this
book, in spite of its lip-service to Chairil Anwar, reveals, by its many unnecessary
shortcomings, a regrettable lack of respect for the poet, his language and his poems.

A. TEEUW

H. B. JASSIN, Chairil Anwar. Pelopor Angkatan 45.
Satu pembitjaraan. Disertai kumpulan hasil-hasil tulis-
annja. Tjet. ke-2. Gunung Agung - Djakarta 1959.
161 pp.

This second edition is to a very great extent identical with the first which
appeared in 1956; a few mistakes have been corrected, a few fragments, newly
attributed to Chairil Anwar, have been added. Contrary to what the title might
suggest, this book does not contain a literary study on Indonesia's famous poet;
it is rather a documentary study. What Jassin has given in this book are two
things mainly. Firstly he has edited all the literary works of Chairil Anwar, prose
and poetry, the latter in so far as it had not been published in his two collections
of poems: Deru tjampur debu and Kerikil tadjam dan jang terampas dan jang
putus, or in Tiga menguak Takdir, poems by Chairil Anwar, Rivai Apin and Asrul
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Sani; a in addition he has added a detailed chronological survey of every writing
from the pen of Chairil Anwar. Secondly Jassin has brought together in this book
everything which is known so far concerning the question of Chairil Anwar's
plagiarisms. Not only are all the translations which Chairil Anwar made, whether
announced as such by the author or not, given with their originals, but also a
number of poems which have been regarded as adaptations of foreign poetry are
quoted, again with their models; even many cases of incidental influences, real
or alleged, of lines or stanzas are given, with ample material. Jassin does not arrive
at a conclusion, he has restricted himself to making available the material gathered
by himself and others. This in itself has been a useful work for which the students
of Indonesian literature will remain grateful to him. The value of the book is
enhanced by the many pictures of the poet and by various reproductions of poems
in original handwriting by the author. It is to be hoped that ere long Jassin or
somebody else will also bring together the biographical material on Chairil Anwar
which can still be traced from oral and written sources.

A. TEEUW

WILLIAM L. THOMAS, JR., Man, Time, and Space in
Southern California. A Supplement. "Annals of the
Association of American Geographers", Washington 6,
D.C., Allen Press, Lawrence, Kansas; 120 blz.

Dit speciale nummer van de „Annals" bevat een van de series monografieën die
voorbereid zijn onder leiding van Andrew H. Clark. Dergelijke nummers, die bestemd
zijn voor symposia en het verzamelen van wetenschappelijk materiaal, hebben een
ander karakter dan de gewone uitgaven van de „Annals". Thomas, de samensteller
van dit symposium, verzorgde reeds vroeger de uitgave van soortgelijke supple-
menten voor de „American Anthropologist", waarnaar deze serie van de „Annals"
gedeeltelijk is gemodelleerd.

In de Inleiding zet Thomas het thema van dit symposium uiteen. Volgens hem
moet de geografie zich vooral ook bezig houden met de verschillende interpretaties
en vormen van gebruik van de aarde door allerlei culturele groepen, met de ver-
schillende manieren, waarop deze groepen een stuk van het aardoppervlak ingedeeld
hebben, èn met de cumulatieve effecten van het menselijk handelen bij het ver-
anderen van het aanzicht der aarde. Het karakter van een gebied zou, volgens deze
opvatting, pas vorm krijgen door de interpretatie, die er aan wordt gegeven door de
eerste menselijke bezoekers of bewoners. Aangekomen in een nieuw gebied, verandert
de mens immers het landschap naar het cultureel systeem dat hij meebrengt. Dit
veranderingsthema klinkt in dit symposium overal door in de artikelen die zuid-
Californië trachten te beschrijven van de tijd van haar eerste bewoners en hun
activiteiten af tot en met de tegenwoordige tijd.

In zijn artikel „Man, Time And Change In The Far Southwest" onderwerpt George
F. Carter de prehistorische tijd en de toenmalige veranderingen van het landschap
door de mens aan een onderzoek.

1 Contrary to what Jassin suggests on p. 11, there is only one poem (not three) in
Tiga menguak Takdir, which has been published neither in DTD nor in KT, viz.
Sadjak baat Basuki Resobowo. Sadjak putih and Tjerita buat Dien Tamaela
both occur in DTD, as is mentioned by Jassin himself in the chronological survey,
p. 147 and 149. The poem which Jassin lists as no. 67 has also been published
in Indonesia 1 (1949), p. 259, without title and with a few minor textual diffe-
rences.
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Homer Aschmann betoogt in zijn artikel „The E\olution Of A Wild Landscape
And lts Persistence In Southern California", dat dit gebied door klimaat en flora
zeer geschikt is voor hoger dierlijk leven, waarvan de mens en de hier vroeger veel
voorkomende, nu uitgestorven beren goede voorbeelden zijn. De enorme Grizzly beren
waren in het gebergte beter aan de omgeving aangepast dan de Indiaan met zijn
eenvoudige technologie. Als onoverwinnelijke vijanden van de individuele Indiaanse
jager, voorkwamen zij ten dele permanente menselijke nederzetting in het gebergte.
Dit veranderde abrupt, toen Mexicaanse en Amerikaanse boeren met paarden en
vuurwapens het gebied binnentrokken. Helaas veranderde met hun komst niet de
gewoonte voor jacht of agrarische doeleinden stukken land af te branden, een ge-
woonte die de flora bedreigde en erosie tot gevolg had. Hier zien wij er dus weer
eens een mooi voorbeeld van, hoe de mens zijn oudste en vaak belangrijkste pro-
duktiemiddel — de bodem — bederft; ook in de beide Amerikaas is dit een veel
voorkomend verschijnsel.

In een volgend artikel door H. F. Raup, „Transformation Of Southern California
To A Cultivated Land", worden de veranderingen behandeld die het land in dit
gebied onderging door invoer van de landbouw door missionarissen, door het vestigen
van cattleranches, door de vondst van goud, door het aanleggen van irrigatiewerken,
door de vestiging van industriële ondernemingen en door de invoer van vele planten
en gewassen.

Aan „The Spread Of An Artificial Landscape Over Southern California" is het
volgende artikel van de hand van Howard J. Nelson gewijd. Hg betoogt dat zuid
Californië wellicht beter dan andere gebieden de dominering van de stad demon-
streert. Het proces van grootscheepse urbanisatie en industrialisatie dateert hier pas
van de laatste decennia. In een historisch overzicht toont Nelson hoe na de eerste
wereldoorlog de agrarische basis van de economie in zuid Californië veranderde in
een industriële. Hiertoe droeg zeker in belangrijke mate bij de „Boom of the
Twenties": het vinden van aardolie. Film, vliegtuig, rubber, auto en staalindustrieën
ontwikkelden zich snel. Het natuurlijke en agrarische landschap werden hierdoor
steeds kleiner.

Mooi aansluitend hierop, behandelt Edward T. Price in „The Future Of Cali-
fornia's Southland" de planningsproblemen, die gepaard zullen gaan met de verdere
bevolkingsuitbreiding en industriële ontwikkeling van dit gebied.

Het symposium wordt besloten door een bibliografie over zuid Californië, onder-
verdeeld in General Works, Physical Geography, Vegetation, Animal Life, Early
Man, Problems of Dating and Chronology, Indians, Baja California, Spanish Explo-
ration, Early Settlement, Late Nineteenth century California, Industry, Water pro-
blems, Conservation en Growth and Planning.

Al met al bevat dit geïllustreerde speciale nummer van de „Annals" veel materiaal
voor hen, die belangstellen in zuid Californië, en voor degenen die geografische en
culturele veranderingen willen bestuderen van prehistorische tijden af tot in de
toekomst!

W. F. L. BUSCHKENS
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